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[TAKE IT ANYWHERE!]
blitz Loud is a speaker, which can be taken anywhere in the world!X

On the beach, in the mountains, at your friends' place or under the tent - let him fulfill the space with your favorite music.
Comfort above all. Stay, where you feel good. Via bluetooth connection in your mobile phone, you may wirelessly
manage the music playing.



[PURE SOUND]
High quality sound is guaranteed by 
two internal 5W speakers, which fulfill 
the space with pure music sound.
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[MEDIA]
[LAPTOP/PC]

[MICRO SD CARD]

[SMARTPHONE]

[MEDIA]
Find out how easy it is to send 

your favorite music from 
smartphone, tablet or PC. 

blitz Loud except for bluetooth X
4.2 standard, it possess a classic 

USB slot as well as micro SD 
memory card reader, which may 

be filled to the brim
with mp3 files!
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[PLAY AS YOU WANT!]
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To fully enjoy the music with blitz Loud, you don't need to take your phone anywhere with you.X
blitz Loud has a built-in FM radio for fans of bustling music and Line In (AUX) outputX

which allows for connecting the speaker to the PC.

Play the music from your phone... 

from micro SD card... 

listen to the radio... 

connect with the PC... 

MICRO

PC



[MODERN DESIGN]
blitz Loud perfectly lies in the hand, making it very comfortable in use.X

The main part of the casing is covered with fine-grained, stylish mesh
with side finishes in the form of chromed rings.
Both the sides and the base of the speaker has rubber finishes.
It makes it possible to place it both in vertical and horizontal position. 
Additionally, the speaker has an IPX4 standard.
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[THE POWER OF SOUND]
blitz Loud has the power to get even the smallest party going.X

Internal speakers 2 x 5W are characterized with pure and loud sound. 
Setting up the sound intensity at 50% enables the speaker to play
the music constantly for 180 mintues!
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[INTUITIVE
NAVIGATION]
Xblitz Loud has multifunctional buttons, thanks to which
you may easily operate in the speaker menu.
Intuitiveness of navigation makes the use of the product
simple and pleasant.

Play and pause
the music

Search for and confirm
radio stations

Answer, end the call 
and call back 1

2

3
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[TECHNICAL DATA]
Model: blitz Loud X

Bluetooth:                                                     

Supported bluetooth profiles:                                                  

Bluetooth range:                                                 

Maximum volume:                                                       

Battery:                                                    

Music play time:

Frequency: 

Dimensions:

Weight:

Charging:

Ports:

The set contains:

4.2

A2DP /AVCTP /AVDTP /HSP /HFP

10 m

≥ 90 db

1200mAh - 3.7V

up to 3 hours

50Hz - 20KHz

84mm x 80mm x 187mm

512g

5V / 500mA

micro USB, USB, AUX, microSD cards slot
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Xblitz Loud speaker, USB wire, mini jack
wire, user's manual
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